
SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISON VS. TESLA POWERWALL



Side by side comparison of technical features

PVSolar Supply ESS
This is a COMPLETE System

(Battery, Solar Inverter & Connectors)

Both made in USA

TESLA POWERWALL
This is ONLY a BATTERY
(Battery Pack & Cooling Management)

Both have 10 Year Warranty

Power Gross Storage Capacity

Power Discharge/Charge

Feed In Type

Grid Frequency

AC Voltage/Nominal

Operating Temperature

Efficiency 

Chemical Aging Annual Efficiency Loss

Can Replace Individual Faulty Battery Cell

Both are Certified to UL and IEC Standards

9.3 kWh 14.0 kWh

6.8 kW 3.68/5.0 kW

Single Phase Single Phase

50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz

120VAC/230V 230V

-40°C/65°C -20°C/40°C

97% 90%

None Min 6% loss p.a.

Yes No, replace whole

Both are fully scalable

Recyclable
Risk of Thermal Runaway
Risk of Fire
Return End of Life 

99%
NO
NO
$VALUE TO USER

Recyclable
Risk of Thermal Runaway
Risk of Fire
Return End of Life 

<50%*
YES*
YES*
$$$COST TO USER*

*Safety Risk



Side by side comparison of installation

1-3

8-16

*Estimated 
hours for 

installation

Estimated 
hours for 

installation

*depending on individual installations, some can take longer, the quickest to date  is 25mins.

PVSOLAR SUPPLY



Side by side comparison of system expansion

PVSOLAR SUPPLY



PVSolar Supply ESS Storage  
No Thermal Runaway unlike Lithium!

The following side by side shows the difference between PVSolar Supply Crystal Storage and lithium storage. The test simulates what  

would happen to each storage technology if introduced to fire i.e. in the event of a housefire (fire started by typical sources, example: 

candle, frying pan, electrical failure).



Side by side comparison of system costs

The Tesla Powerwall can only be purchased and 

installed by approved installers.

$2,345 Per kW Discharge⁴

Product Cost (Powerwall)¹ $6,500
Backup Gateway $1,100
Solar Inverter $1,125
Essential Load Hub $0,125
Installation² $1,500
Total $10,225
End of Life disposal³ $1,500
Revised total $11,725
Discharge kW 5.0 $2,345

Product Cost (X4)¹ $12,995
Installation² $0,500
Total $13,495
End of Life disposal (+$$)³ $(0,350)
Revised total $13,145
Discharge kW 6.8 $1,933

The PVSolar Supply ESS can be purchased through a 

select group of distributors and installed by 

certified electricians.

$1,933 Per kW Discharge⁴

¹  Product cost may vary by Region 
²  Prices of installation vary by location
³  Estimate, PVSolar Supply has a value at end of life, unlike Tesla which incurs controlled disposal costs
⁴  This doesn’t take into account the loss of lithium life due to chemical aging and annual derating efficiency

THERE IS A PRICE TO BUYING BETTER SAFETY



Andy’s phone was bought new on 20th

November 2018 with 100% battery capacity. 

On 16th January 2020 the battery efficiency / 

capacity despite showing 100% battery 

charge is now only 78%. This equates to an 

annual loss of 17.6% capacity due to 

chemical aging. 

All lithium
batteries suffer 
badly from 
degradation

Rapid Loss!

bought new on 20th November 2018 

Sonnen Battery confirm min 7% degradation in their literature; https://www.energysage.com/solar-batteries/sonnen/20/eco-10/



Andy has a Tesla Model 3, the latest and greatest model with the 

best battery performance and range of any Tesla model produced to 

date.  Even though the car is set to an 80% DoD and even though 

the lithium battery claim is thousands of cycles the charge profiling 

still requests that the depth of discharge be reduced to less than 

<80% DoD to avoid shortening the battery life “chemical ageing”.

Short Life!

Tesla batteries request 
that the depth of discharge 
be reduced.

bought new on October 2019 



PVSolar Supply ESS maintains performance until close to end of cycle 

life with an average capacity of 100% over 10 years. Lithium 

batteries have capacity loss of around 6-7% minimum per year (we 

have seen as high as 17% per year), and even more in high-

temperature environments. Utility-scale lithium projects have 

recorded as much as 50% capacity loss in 3 years (USA & Australia). 

PVSolar Supply ESS can be warrantied for up to 10 years because of 

its  stable and long-life storage performance. Lithium claim 110% 

capacity at the start of life to market more Kilowatts, however, this 

can be reduced to 100% in as little as 20 cycles.

Solid lifetime.

PVSolar Supply ESS doesn’t suffer from 
degradation like Tesla Powerwall
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Questions and Answers

Q. Is Tesla Powerwall bad for the environment ?

A. Tesla is introducing new clean transportation and clean energy products, however that said their materials cause significant 

environmental harm with the worst form of material mining and production of the Powerwall which it not a fully recyclable product. 

PVSolar Supply ESS uses a Crystal® Battery Sealed SAM Super Absorbent Mat SiO2

Q. How much of the Tesla Powerwall battery can be recycled ?

A. It is very difficult to recycle a Tesla Powerwall battery and there are very few groups that can do it. They can only achieve a material 

recycle rate of less than <50%. it is far to costly and uneconomical for this to be done currently and therefore at end of life will be 

disposed of in landfill with potential for chemical leaching if not treated appropriately before. PVSolar Supply  ESS is 99% recyclable.

Q. How much do you think the cost is to dispose of a Tesla battery ?

A. Today it is estimated that it could cost as high as $1000-1500, but still an unknown situation as to what happens to the battery at end-

of-life and what can actually be recycled through the smelting process and if indeed it can be done economically! Toxco estimates 

predict by 2025 that it could cost as low as $2.25/lb ~276lbs = $506 cost impact to user.
residual value at end of life. 

PVSolar Supply ESS have a minimum 7%
 



PVSolar Supply products 
are sourced responsibly 
and produced ethically

Apple and Google named in US lawsuit over Congolese child cobalt

mining deaths. Dell, Microsoft and Tesla also among tech firms named

in case brought by families of children killed or injured while mining

in DRC. The extraction of cobalt from DRC has been linked to human

rights abuses, corruption, environmental destruction and child labour.

Cobalt is essential to power the rechargeable lithium batteries.


